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Sumnonry
Most cowttties hnte no clear, strategic
ilsion of tbeir bealth sern ices dapite tbc
tnnssiye bud.get involyed; onfi, poot \,
clntrllled. and unplanned growtb. In.
Wales for the Ji.rst time an attetnpt'is
being ruade to tacltle the probletn oJ'
strntegic plnnning. T het, id.enffied.
prioities and. spelled zut what thel, yt6171s
to achine for the patple of Wales in
henlth ter.ncs. This has ltecotne a Ji,eld.
n ial on & nntiznzr.l sca.le to change the

fnce oJ'heabh sem,ice by wsing evplicit
stt tLtegic pla.nning method.s m0ti110.ted. b\l
ru&ntL,llers. This hns to be itnpleruented in
n flexible way i72so the practical world oJ'
cliwicians and patient need.s. Thry arc
usitcg the czncept of "overnll-henbh-
gained) to nitn at ad.d;ing 1,s61v5 s6 1;7t
and. ltfe t0 yerLrs. 'k a yitol link and
gatekeeper, the GP also need.s to be
inyolred in strategic plnnruing wher"e bc
cnn. gtr.ir{.e d.ecisions iytto the diyection
where they will d.elirer people-centred.
health gain. He can be the ndpocnte and.
helper Jk, the patient who is lost in a
tnaze of specialities and. all kind.s of
benlth tha,aptes oJferitr.g thernvbes to the
p atient. Translating these wnd.er,$,ing
method.s and principles oJ'the Welsh trinl
into a less d.neloped. Sowth Afwca,
prowises far ruot e, J'ar quicker and J'at,
wot"e rh,ntnatic gnitu than the eqwit,alcnt
in Eu,ope.
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Introduction

In a mechanical chain er.en'l ink is
v i ta l  l rccarrse i t  is  a l inear  s i 's tcnr .  The
si t t rar ion in  ecologl  is  d i t l i ' rcnt
becanse, although all p;rrts of an cco-
systcm arc inter-related and inter-
dependent, a suciden discontinuiq',/
change at onc level does not r,rsuallr.
lcad to a collapse of the u,hole
sYstem. Iuste:rd, compensttton'
changes tcnci to occur at other levels
in the svstcnr to localisc or rcclucc the
overall efl-ects of cl-rar-rgc. Tl.ris process
dcpcnds ou the pre sence of tr
hierarchv ofinter dependcnt and
inter-rclatcd structures u,hich link in
a compiex, non-linear \\rav to pror,'ide
a nefivork of support ancl
homeostatic control. Evcry ccll,
organ or r,vhole body l-ras lvcll
regulatecl rclationships u,ith tl'rc othcr
par-ts of thc total svstem. A change in
one arcil alrvavs calrses othcr areas of
the systcm to change. Ovcrgrou'th or
orcr  dorn in: rucc i r r  orrc  Par t  duc to
brcak.lnvn irr locrl honrcostrtic
controls, can often be tolcratcd to a
limited extellt, but eYentuallv a major
crisis rvill occur r,vhen thc imbalancc
can no longcr be compcnsirtec'l for bv
the rest of thc system. Cancer is the
obvious r-r.rcclical exan'rple, br.rt
enironr.ncr.rtal or social issues can be
studiecl ir-r thc same u.ar'. Gcneral
Systen-rs Theory.is ofien usccl to
explain the properties of such
systernsr.

The grorvth of health carc systcn-ts
has been jokingll 'comparecl u'ith a
ltrcakclou n of horne ost;rt ic
rnechanisms in societ\,'becansc sr-rch a
prolifbration of health prol-cssionals
has occr.rrred internationall,v. The
cxponcntial growth has nr>t always
been in response to populiltion healtl-t
needs because local po\\/cr struggles
and anrhr i t ior rs  heve sol l lc t imcs
operatecl in a market place
atr r rosphcrc.  I r r  UI( .  fb l  cx. r r r rp lc ,  rhe
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National Health Service is the biggest
single employer in the country and
yet the British spend nearly 807o less
per capita on health care than the
Americans or Germans where free
enterprise has dominated health care
to a greater extent.

Despite this massive expenditure,
most countries have no clear strategic
vision for their health services which
have grown'like Topsf and begin to
consume ever rncreaslng numbers ot

The GP can only be the Vital
Link if he adopts a
consistently, disciplined
approach to every consultation

staff, technology and energy. It is a
scenario of poorly controlled growth
which is aided by an increasingly
fearful public who are educated by
the media and the school of life, to be
aware of an infinite number of
hazards to health, despite falling
infant mortality and rising longevity.
Abstract'risk awareness' causes fear
which fuels health service demands
and expectations. Indeed, the concept
of epidemic distress has begun to
replace the infectious epidemics of
yester-year2 yet our understanding of
why people seek so much help from
professionals is still quite primitive.

The Health Service in Wales is no
exception. Cardiologists,
paediatricians, thoracic surgeons,
oncologists, public health doctors
and others have fought for a bigger
slice of the cake. General practice has
less than 20o/o of the total budget yet
delivers 90% ofthe health care and
99o/o of prevention. Yet the
proportion spent in the community

... the Vital Link

sector rs growlng progresslvely
smaller despite the aging population
with its dominance of chronic
disorder and disability.

The incremental growth of our health
service only bears a partial
relationship to the more obvious
needs ofthe population. In this paper
I describe an attempt in Wales to
tackle the problem of Strategic
Planning for the NHS so priorities
can be identified and considered
against a background of informed
cnolce.

It is the principles underlying
Strategic Planning that are important
rather than the detailed data. The
framework presented is not unique
but the method has been little applied
to health services and even less used
by doctors and nurses themselves.
The gains to be achieved in the less
developed world using similar

Never before has the patient
been in such a need of an
advocate and helper in the
maze of specialities and
therapies offered to him

methods would be far quicker and
more dramatic than the eauivalent
gains in Europe. Howeveil wrll use
illustrative data from Eurooe because
this is the material that is f imil iar in
our current exercise.

Strategic Planning and
the Welsh Health Planning
Forum''3

For the first time in the history of the ,
NHS a group of individuals,
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appointed by the Secretary ofState,
have spelled out what we want to
achieve in healtb terrns for the people
of Wales as we move into the 2lst
century. The NHS in Wales is
exoected to be in the forefront ofthe
drive for better health in Wales.

'TVorking with others, the NHS
should aim to take the people of
Wales into the 2lst century with a
Ievel ofhealth on course to
compare with the best in Europe."

This Strategic intent can only be
achieved ifthere is an equally clear

Add vears to life. and life to
years (John F I(ennedy)

statement of strategic direction and
the Planning Forum has pointed out
that in order to make the Stratesic
Intent a realiry there must be
advances in three directions
simultaneously.

The Strategic Direction must
be:

Health Gain Focwsed; The NHS in
Wales seeks to add years to life
through a reduction in premature
deaths, and life to years through
improvement in the well-being of
both patients and the population
at rarge.

Peopb Centred.; The NHS in
Wales should value people as
individuals and manage its
services to this end.

Resowrce Effectipe: The NHS in
Wales should strive to achieve the
most cost effective balance in its
use of available resources.

l l .

u1.
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These strategic principles challenge
cl in ic ians and managcrs to rev iew
their services because every
organisation necds a strategy to map
out the path ahcad and how to
commit resources to the direction set.

The small private scctor of medicine
in tlI( will continue to provide the
care it finds commercially attractive,
but all health authorities and family
practitioner services are expected to
adopt the Strategic Intent and
Direction for Walcs. The channelling
of re sources to Hcalth Authorities
u'ill eventually bc linked to these
hroad principlcs of strategic
direction.

The Priorities

Thc next stage in tl-re work of the
Planning Fonrm has been to establish
prioritv areas f 'or thc health gain
dimension because, without health
gain, the other two components of
the strategy would bc comfortable
but less relevant.

The health gain concept ofadding
vcars to l ife and lifc to years is a
phrase attributed to the late John F
I(cnncdy. It rolls offthe tongue easily
but contains two important ideas:

a) reducing premature deaths from
birth onwards;

b) an improved quality of life for
those w'ho are patients as well as
thc population at large.

The relative balance of these two
notions does ofcourse change as
pcople advance through life, but
dcath rates are a poor proxT measure
of both.

With infant mortality at lcss than 10
pcr 1 000 live births, Wales lies
fburteenth out of cighteen in the



European league (best is Finland with
an IMR : 6,5;worst is Pornrgal with
an IMR of 14,2). Survivors' life
expectancy is quite good. The average
Welsh man lives 7I,4years and
woman 77,3 years both lying at mid
point in the European league table

Q0 - 73 years for men, and 7l - 80
ror women).

Heart disease is the number-one killer
of adults in Wales where there are
between 500 and 600 deaths oer
I00 000 per year. Wales is ncirly
worst in the European league.

The Planning Forum has identified
ten priority areas because they make a
significant impact on years of
potential life lost, quality of life lost
or NHS cost.

The ten priority areas arising from
the strategic direction are:

Maternal and child health
Mental handicap
rnlurles
Emotional health and relationshios
Mental distress and illness
Respiratory disease
Cardiovascular disease
Cancers
Physical disability and discomfort
Healthy environments.

General Practice in UI( has less
than20o/o of the total health
budget, yet delivers 90o/o of the
health care and 99o/o of
prevention

Each of these is to be the subject of
an expert appraisal document. The
appraisal document will then be
studied by a multi disciplinary panel

... the Vital Link

of practicing Welsh health
professionals and lay people to
establish the priorities for action and
ways to recruit fellow health
professionals to support the
inevitable targeting of resources that
will follow.

The list is extensive and all aspects of
each area cannot be tackled at once,
but content analysis ofeach leads to a
substantial narrowing of priorities

The era of the Health Fayre
and Health Care supermarket
is upon us!

and a balance between diagnosis,
treatment, rehabilitation and
prevention. The Planning Forum
arrived at the priority areas by
studiing the available evidence and
then producing an aim and
justifications for each aim. For
example in cardiovascular disease and
injuries the following were produced:

i.) Card,iounscwlnr d.iseases
Aim: To reduce the incidence and
impact of cardiovascular diseases by
decreasing disease, disability and
premature death.

Jwsffication : Cardiovascular diseases
account for half the deaths in Wales.

Premature deaths in Wales due to
cardiovascular diseases are amongst
the highest in the world.

The prevalence of disability post
heart attack, angina etc is very high in
later life.

Cardiovascular disease accounts for
4I7o of the lost years of potential life
for men and39o/o of women. This is
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even higher for those aged4l - 64
years.

Rehabilitation post-heart attack is
poorly developed in Wales.

There is reasonable expectation that
prevention and treatment could
reduce deaths by a third.

Cardiovascular disease is a major
reason for GP consultation and
accounts for nearly 25o/o of the drug
bill.

h.) Injwries
Airn: To reduce premature death and
disabil iry from accidents, poisoning
and other injuries.

Jwsfficntion: Injuries account for 5o/o
of the lost years of potential life for
males and 2o/o for females.

For those aged 15 - 29 years deaths
due to injuries account for 3lo/o of
the lost years of potential life - 40o/o
for males and l4o/o for females.

There is considerable scope for gain
in the area of road and domestic
accidents, particularly among lower
socro-€conomrc groups.

Increased public awareness
does not reduce demands on
health services; expectations
tend to rise!

This area has a large impact on
hospital use, GP and ambulance ,
services. Under the age of 4 years
25o/o of chlldren suffer sienificant
injutl/.

Each ofthe ten areas is subjected to
an appraisal by an external expert and
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then a report sent to a multi-
disciplinary panel of Welsh health
professionals and lay representatives
for detailed analysis and priority
ordering before coming back to the
Fonrm.

Health Gain is the dominant theme
in the strategic planning process but
it is supported by two other major
emphases: 'a people centre service'
and a'resource effective service'.

A People Centred Service

A people centred service responds
sensitively to peoples' needs and
maintains autonomy and dignity. It is
a service which is available to all
because it is concerned with health
promotion and prevention as well as
caring / cur ative fu nctio ns.

The Forum has identified a number
of priority areas for achieving such a
servlce:

Participation in planning

Quality service delivery
Appropriate facilities
Responsive staff
Informed choice

Each priority area has been analysed
into aims and justif ications as
demonstrated for health gain. For
example in quality service delivery
and responsive staff the following
were decided:

i.) Quakty Sewice Delivety
Aiw'r,:To provide the right type of
service, by the right provider at the
right time and place.

Jwstifl.cntioto : Services should be:

Appropria.te: for the pafticular
condition and person ranging
from encouraging self-help to

#
l
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supplying treatment and
rehabilitation.

Ayailable: with a balance between
prevention and treatment services.

Acnssible: as close to a person's
home or work as is reasonable for
their condition, and at convenient
times.

Tirnely: provided within an
appropnate trme scale.

Co-ord.inoted.: a managed package
ofcare involving all the relevant
agencles.

Inforrnntive : providing adequate
information about health conditions.

Those who work in primary health
care will recognise how closely these
justifications fit with the widely
accepted characteristics of our
discipline. Indeed, one of the
interesting aspects of the Forum's
work has been the way the principles
of Alma Ata have become
incorporated into a stratcgic
statement for the health service as a
whole.

Do we understand the help-
seeking patterns of our
patientsf

ri.) Responsiye Sta,ff
Ai,rn: To ensure that all health care
staff are committed to meeting social,
physical and emotional needs of
clients and patients.

Jwsfficntion: High quality care
depends upon all staff being aware of
the indrvidual needs ofoatients.

... the Vital Link

When these are taken into account
the healing process can be improved.
Such emphasis is likelv to result in
people biing:

engaged more actively in health
promotion;

feeling encouraged to become
more involved in their treatment;

having an enhanced sense of
dignity and self worth;

having an increased willingness to
participate in the affairs of the
Health Service.

Never before have GPs had
such an opportunity to show
how health care can be
delivered by the primary sector

Those who have struggled to improve
health services will recognise the
ethical, practical and economic
imoortance of a health service
administration signing up to such
primary principles. However, there
are in these ass€rtions a number of
assumptions about how logically
people approach health and illness in
themselves. Much research in health
education,/promotion has been based
on the assumption that human beings
are basically rational, and, ifgiven
sensible information about the
desirability of change, will follow it.
Evidence from CardifF, USA6 and
elsewhere shows that neither
experience, nor history of experiment
supports those premises. Each person
functions within a set of contextual
constraints and values which will
often over-rule otherwise logical
health-related decisions. For example,
a mother is likely to value peace and
harmony far more than running
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battles with her husband or children
over chips in their diet. Indeed the
short-term pleasures of high risk
living also may outweigh any
consideration of longevity or a
healthy old-age, particularly in the
young whose need to be different and
zest for excitement and new
experience is often highly risky; for
example, 6 in every I000 young
adults in I-II( will die from accidents
but 250 oer 1000 will die from
smoking-related diseases.

'Person-centredness' mav therefore.
conflict with the aims of health gain
in some sectors of sociew- so health
services wrll always be needed to
mop-up the tragic results of people's
autonomy. The ethics of health care
must of necessiw. reflect a non-
judgemental, unConditional
acceptance ofthe people's right to
damage or destroy themselves.

Effective Use of Resources

This third strategic theme reflects
how our Health service is being
driven in the 1990s following major
legislative changes. In this brave new
world Health Authorities and budget
holding general practitioners will
become purchasers of services for
patients. The providers of those
services will only win contracts if

Empower people to feel free of
clinical supervision

their standards are good. This new
"internal market" is viewed as a pre-
requisite to the natural weeding out
of the less efficient hospitals or
oractices or services.
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Six priority areas were identified as a
ftocus ftor achieving improvemenrs in
the effective use ofresources:

Balance of appropriate responses.

Balance of appropriate providers.

Motivation of staff.

Managing of client contact.

Quality service.

Information management.

Two illustrative examples will reveal
the general thrust of this approach:

i.) Balance ol Appropnate
respqnses

Ahw: To secure the most effective
response, blending prevention and
promotion, diagnosis and assessment,
treatment and care, and rehabilitation
and monitoring - for each health
gain area, and to review the balance
regularly.

Jwstfficntion: To date, decision
making in the Health Service has
tended to focus on choices between
provision rather than response
options. Achieving the scale of health
gain required by the Strategic Intent
demands a better understanding of
the cost-effectiveness of different

rypes of response and intervention,
for example:

the proportion of day and
minimally invasive surgery could be
increased significantly;

expensive acute beds are often
occupied by non-acure parienrs;

rehabilitation and discharge care
require further development;

greater emphasis could be given to
preventive and promotive activit ies,
yielding substantial health gains in
the medium to long term;

i.

.=
i..j. .



more people could be treated
outside DGHs through changes to
general practice activiry.

Clearly this emphasis has a profound
significance for hospitals and general
Dractitioners because the shift ofwork
io the community sector will be
considerable and many clinical sacred
cows will be slain. For example, it is
estimated that600/o of all cold surgery
will be on a day-basis by 2000.

tt.) Bnlnnce of Approprinn
Providrrs

Aina: To achieve the most effective
mix and use of providers within and
outside rhe NHS by procuring.
supporting and encouraging
responses to specific health needs.

Jwsffication: to date, services have
been largely determined by existing
provision, and often shaped by
inherited facilities and an established
pattern of specialities. The central
and continuing contribution of the
National Health Service could be

... the Vital Link

using non-NHS providers when
thev are better placed
geographically ind technically to
meet service demands.

The pleuralistic health care provision
imolied in this statement unlocks
many old restrictive practices. Indeed
the undoing of laws regarding
advertising in medicine in the lll( is
also likely to have a profound impact
on the pattern of provision. The shift
to self-care is controversial but
tooical because our evidence to date
is ihat increased public awareness of
comolex issues does not reduce
deminds on health services.
Exoectations tend to rise in better
informed people, particularly when
they are encouraged to be consumers
rather than patients. Furthermore, an
agemg soclety can De very expensrve:
it has been estimated that 5070 of the
NHS budget is spent on people who
will be dead within 6 monthsl

Implications for Clinician

The Welsh Strategic planning
initiative is having a mixed reception
among rank-and-file doctors, nurses
and others in the health service. Many
are still somewhat shocked bY the
extraordinary New Contract that was
imposed on general practitioners by
the Government on lst April
\990/9\'. This has left them with
little time to digest the Planning
Forum's early documents and few
have grasped the wider significance
ofthe strategic planning process
because they are too busy devising
ways to cope with the new
bureaucrary.

In the international scene the WaHPF
work is important because it is a field
trial on a national scale to change the
face of a health service by use of
explicit strategic planning methods,

motivated by managers more than
clinicians.

The theory is appealing and logical.
The steps towards achieving
statements of strateglc lntent.
direction and oriorities have also
been taken. The next sensitive and
important stage is to create
implementation plans which will
marry the top-down strategic

Health is not a matter of
perfection: it is to do with
wholeness

'concepts'to the practical world of
clinicians in the field without
destroying local flexibility.

The vital lin-k between strategic
planning and relevant developments
rn communlty care remalns unproven.
The greatest danger is that resource
allocation which is directed at
strategic priorities may lead to a
focussed service which then cuts
through the principles of integrated
generalist care and fragments it into
specialised components. This is
already happening in some sectors eg
obstetrics and mental health and it
may proliferate if managers fail to
understand the dynamics of primary
health care.

We now have good evidence that
human behaviour and choices are not
necessarily rational and consistent
with a thoughtful weighing up of
available evidence. Even in highly
intellieent circles there is much
evide n*ce that human decisions are
often the oroduct of a mix of
emotion, habit, impulse, bloody
mindedness and lack of forethought
which is so characteristically human6.

People themselves should
adopt satisfied responsibility
for their own health and the
health of their environment

enhanced by drawing upon a wide
range of possible providers. This
could be achieved by:

stimulating and supporting the
involvement of patients, families
and communities in developing
partnerships for care;

building on the existing network of
voluntary and patient support
groups;
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No branch of the medical orofession
is more aware of the ambiguities of
human nature than GPs. In the front-
lines of care we are a paradoxical
group, trained in reductionist
methodology but immersed in highly
unoredictable human behaviour. A
prigmatism and benign acceptance of
human failings is essential for anyone
who wishes to spend more than a
year-or-two in these front lines of
medicine.

\44rat is the vital linkf

The general practitioner still views
him,/herself as the vital link in the
Health Service in UI( because the
referral Drocess ensures that
specialisls see few patienrs excepr
through general practitioner referral.
Moreover in the future specialists will
lose their contractual security with
the NHS and depend even more on
private practice and NHS budget
holding GPs for their survival. The
professions allied to medicine do not
have the same constraints.

The Planning Forum's prioriry areas
will place hear,y pressure on every
general practit ioner, communiry
nurse or health care worker because
for the first time every decision will
begin to be judged for its potential
health gain, people centredness and
resource effectiveness. The bottom
line will be resource allocation to
priority areas with the decisions
being based on the strategic plans.
Clinicians need to develop clinically
meaningful audits which match the
strategy and link its directions to the
way we can plan integrated patient
care.

An Example

Clinicians tend to work from the
patient outwards rather than from an

... the Vital Link

abstract strategy inwards. A patient
who dies with cardiovascular disease
is an i l lustrative starting point. using
thetechnique for critical event
anarysrs:

Mr G a 56 year old male plasterer
happily married with wife and 3
children:

1985 6: 9 consultations for
retrosternal burning pain pardy
relieved by antacids. Made worse by
stress,/exertion. Normal ECG,
Barium meal and Chest X ray. BP
I40/90. Smokes 20.

1986-9 : No consultations.

1990: One consultation for
abdominal pain (surgeon seen).

Sudden death 3 months later.
Atherosclerosis at oost mortem.
Wife reports he had 2 years of
unreported dyspnoea on exertion and
very high levels ofanxiety over
financial issues.

Disease is not The Enemy
which can be pushed back to
unrealistic levels - it is Dart of
life!

The critical events appear to lie in the
ll consultations in three and a half
years including one with a specialist.
This is a high help-seeking rate for a
56 year old man. What could have
made a differencef

i. an explicit record of attempts to
help with smoking,/diet is
associated with greater success8;

ii. his lioids and exercise ECG were
nevei checked;

iii. the single pre-morbid

consultation after a 2-year absence
was eoisodic and focussed on his
abdominal pain rather than his
continuing problems or risk
factors;

iv. a patient who accepted moderate
dyspnoea on exertion as a'fact of
life'for over 2 years before his
demise (: expectations).

The general practitioner appears to
have failed to be comprehensive in
acute care, continuing care, health
promotion and his understanding of
help seeking behaviour'. Some of the
omissions may have been due to
pressure of time, some were probably
due to poor resourcing of cardiology
services, and some were attributable
to the patient's apparent lack of
motivation to modify his lifestyle and
seek help for persisting q.rnptoms.
The summation of events illustrates
how the clinician can try to tackle the
strategic priority for 600 per I00 000
cardiovascular deaths pa at grass-
roots level by analysing each
individual tragedy and asking
searching questions of self and
others. This event left a young widow
with huge debts, a distraught family
and social dependency due to
premature loss of a bread winner.

We know that Mr C was treated in a
person centred way with dignity and
gentleness by kind and responsive
staffbecause his wife expressed her
appreciation for the care given. Yet
his potential health gain was never
achieved for other reasonsr some
personal and some professional. The
scenario does not reflect an efficient
use ofresources.

If the GP is to be the vital link then
s,zhe will have to adopt a consistently
disciplined approach to every
consultation. A discipline which
reveals a more predictable integration
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of physical and psycho-social
elements with continuing care,
prevention and an understanding of
help seeking patterns. S/he will have
to be vigorously self-critical without
being self-destructive so the pursuit
of excellence within areas of relevance
to national oriorities can be achieved
by the doctor and the staff.

Outside an area of strategic priority
the clinicians' task will become more
difficult because resources will be
withdrawn from one sector to e.ivc
priority to another. Managers 6f the
health service may, for example,
decide that the resources for surgical
removal of gastric malignancy or
resection for small cell carcinoma of
lung do not achieve sufficient health
gain to justifi' the expenditure. All
such surgery would then be
conducted on a research basis only
and the strategy would be interfering
directly in clinical decision making.

The general practitioner is unlikely to
use expenslve lnvestrgatlons rt patlent
management is not going to be
modified by them. For example, a 65
year old man with dyspepsia will not
necessarily have an endoscopy to
diagnose his malignant gastric ulcer
if it will be managed symptomatically
in a health service which refuses to
pay for surgery due to lack of
evidence for health gain (hypothetical
exemple).

As (gate 
keepers'to the health care

system in the III( general
practitioners have also found that the
'gates'are becoming besieged by
other professionals who claim to be
betterlkilled at assessine or
educating or treating oiempowering
the public. Psychologists) nurses,
social workers, counsellors,
physiotherapists and others are
establishing their professional

... the Vital Link

autonomv and indeoendence. As the
burden oifront line care increases the
general practitioner may well be
content to collude with those who
say:

"The physician is not the vital link.
S,/he is one link in a
multidimensional health care
systern."

A pleuralistic multi-disciplinary
health service in which each
professional works alongside other
professionals and in which medical
dominance is reduced has great
attractions to the professions allied to
medicine. Government oerceive this
as a cheaper option than medical

Why do well-informed people
still seek so much helo from
professionalsf

dominance and strategic planners are
as reductionist in their thinkine as
most specialists. What they harie
forgotten is the gate-keeper role and
its relevance to cost containmcnt.

The challenge to the generalist is
whether s,/he can sell skills to the
public who expect to get what they
want (: consumer). The era of the
Health Fayre and Health Care Super-
market is uoon us where the
consume.s (patients) can choose their
therapist or adviser and trade one off
againit the other.

The marketing of health and
disease through the media represents
a new dimensibn in the orientation
of public attitudes. It is also
associated with risins distress levels
as revealed in:
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suicide rates;
divorce rates;
infidelity in up to 600/o of
marnages;
single parent families;
vrolence ln sport;
violence against the elderly;
non-accidental child abusel
litigation and disillusion with
ser1r'lces.

The experience of most people is that
fear, loneliness and hurt are still with
us and our consumer society has not
removed the need for a refuse when
the cruelty of society isolatei the
individual'. Never before has the
hurt, lost, ill or injured person been
in such need for an advocate and
helper in the maze of specialties,
alternative theraoies and witchcraft
which are on offer. These are not
primary care teams but competing
players in a market place of health
care, all feeding on public distress.

The marketing of health runs the risk
of equating health with superficial
performance or with youth, good
looks, clever deals and buying what
you want. A new breed of salesmen
now markets components of the
healthy life in a way that suggests that
eternal life may be obtainable from
the Health Shop. This is very
alienating for the less able, ageing or
unattractive members of society who
may be made to feel marginalised by
their apparent cost and lesser
productivity.

The censoring of public information
about health and il lncss is as
unacceptable as the permissive abuse
of its marketing for commercial gain.
Somewhere between these two is the
middle ground which allows
professionalism to empower and
team-work to grow at its best. A
disciplined approach to every PHC
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public who expect to get what they
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The experience of most people is that
fear, loneliness and hurt are still with
us and our consumer sociery has not
removed the need for a refuge when
the cruelty of society isolates the
individual'. Never before has the
hurt, lost, ill or injured person been
in such need for an advocate and
helper in the maze of specialties,
alternative therapies and witchcraft
which are on offer. These are nor
primary care teams but competing
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care, all feeding on public distress.

The marketing of health runs the risk
of equating health with superficial
performance or with youth, good
looks, clever deals and buying what
you want. A new breed of sale smen
now markets components of the
healthy life in a way that suggests that
eternal life may be obtainable from
the Health Shop. This is very
alienating for the less able, ageing or
unattractive members of society who
may be made to feel marginalised by
their apparent cost and lesser
productivity.

The censoring of public information
about  heal th and i l lncss is  as
unacceptable as the permissive abuse
of its marketing for commercial gain.
Somewhere between these two is the
middle ground which allows
professionalism to empower and
team-work to grow at its best. A
disciplined approach to every PHC
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consultation by doctor or nurse ls
still an undervalued component of
our discipline and a vital link berween
'strategy' and the individual.

Visionary-thinkers in our discipline
and others have pioneered many of
the principles now propounded by
strategic planners. Furthermore our
discioline is the VITAL link that
enabies top down strategy (and
priorities) to be matched to bottom
up reality and humanity. Never before
have we had such oppomrniry to

,.. the Vital Link

show how health gain, person
centred and resource efficient care
can be delivered by the primary
sector. Not in fragmented, competing
parts but as teams of complementary
professional workers who enjoy
working rogether with common aims
but different methods.

The vital link embodies a conceotual
leap which gives the doctors
permission to step down from the
high ground and to recognise that
health is not a medical preserve. In

chronic illness care and prevention
we are increasingly dependent on the
patients themselves, their families and
co-workers from different disciplines.
Population health gain can only be
achieved as the people themselves
adopt satisfied responsibility for their
own health and the health of their
environment. This is only possible
when professionals are willing to
provide a refuge in a crisis and hand
the responsibility back when the crisis
is over or in danger of becoming a
chronic response 1e s11sss.(2,e,10)

JANSSEN.
PHARMACEUTICA

Committed to prcgress
through nesearch
Toegevvy aan vooruitga ng
deur navorsing

"There are still manV severe problems for which
there is no cure at all and for which effuctive
drugs have to be found quickly in the interests
of all those who are suffuring.
This is the wav we see our dutv here and we
would like to think that we have contributed to
the solution to some of those problems.
And we will continue...

...hecausethere is so much
more that needs to be done."
Dr. Paul Janssen, Chairman. Director of Research.

"Daar is nog talle ernstige probleme waarvoor
daar hoegenaamd geen genesing bestaan nie
en waarvoor effektiewe middels spoedig gevind
sal moet word in belang van al diegene wat
lvding verduur.
Dit is die wyse waarop ons ons plig hier vertolk
en ons sal graag die wete wil he dat ons 'n

bydrae kan lewer in die oplossing van sommige
van hierdie probleme.
En ons sal aanhou...
...aangesiendaar nog s6 baie
is wat gedoen moet word."
Dr. Paul Janssen, Voorsitter. Direkteurvan Navorsing.

JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA (PTN LTD./(EDMS) BPK. (REC. NO.8O/11122/OD 1sth ROAD/WEO HALFWAY HOUSE 1685 OJPh. SA SAMJ 11187 RP
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.ROHYP]{O[' ROGHE
Components:
Flunitrazepam
lndications:
Tablets: sleep disturbances,
whether occurring as an isolated
functional disturbance or as a
symptom of an underlying chronic
disease.
Ampoules: pre-anaesthetic
medication; induction of
anaesthesia; maintenance of
anaesthesia.
Dosage/Admi nistration :
Treatment of insomnia. Adults:'l - 2 mg; elderly patients:
0,5 - 1 mg, immediately before
going to bed.
Anaesthesia:
Adults:
Premedicat ion:  1-2 mg i .m.  .
Induction of anaesthesia: 1 - 2 mg
by slow i.v. injection.
Maintenance of anaesthesia: if the
amount used for inducino
anaesthesia is inadequatd, further
small doses may be injected slowly.
Children:
For oremedication and induction of
anaesthesia: 0,015 - 0,030 mg per
kg by i .m. or slow i.v. injection.
Contra-indications:
Severe chronic hypercapnia.
Hypersensitivity to
benzod iazepi nes.
Plecautions:
General: elderly patients with
organic cerebral changes. Avoid
alcohol durino treatment.
Pregnancy. 

-

Discontinue breast feeding.
Packs:
Tablets 2 mg: 30's, 100's.
Ampoule pack containing:
5 ampoules with 2 mg of active
ingredient in 1 ml solution;
5 amooules with 1 ml of sterile
water for injections as diluent,
to be added orior to i .v. or i .m.
injection.

... the Vital Link

The general practitioner has 90olo
more opportunities than any
specialist to function with such
disciplined integration which
empowers people to feel free of
clinical supervision. If we fail to use
this potential we fail the public. Sadly
it is the public who pay the price
because the specialised alternative is
more expensive and less readily
available and more interventionist.

There is a grave danger that strategic
planners will begin to over-simplify
disease as'the enemy' which can be
beaten or pushed back to unrealisable
levels. Disease is oart of life and
health is not a mitter of perfection. it
is to do with wholeness: 

^

being real to self with all the
ambiguity this embraces;

recognising one's failures;

accepting help in our broken
moments:

admitting to our unity with others;

admitting our basic human needs;

accepting that i l lness is an
inevitable part of our human
expenence.
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